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Abstract18
Mercury’s nightside magnetosphere is investigated under the impact of a coronal mass19
ejection (CME) and a high-speed stream (HSS) with MESSENGER observations. The20
CME was shown to produce a low plasma β (ratio of thermal pressure to magnetic pres-21
sure) magnetosheath, while the HSS creates a higher β magnetosheath. Reconnection22
at the dayside magnetopause was found to be stronger during the CME than the HSS23
but both were stronger than the average condition (Slavin et al., 2014, doi:10.1002/2014JA020319).24
Here we show that the CME and HSS events produced large number of flux ropes and25
dipolarization fronts in the plasma sheet, respectively. The occurrence rates for the struc-26
tures were approximately two orders of magnitude higher than under average conditions27
with the rates during CME’s being twice that of HSS’s. The flux ropes appeared as quasi-28
periodic flux rope groups. Each group lasted approximately one minute, and had few large29
flux ropes followed by several smaller flux ropes. The lobe magnetic flux accounted for30
around half of the Mercury’s available magnetic flux with the flux during CME’s being31
larger than that of HSS’s. The CME produced a more dynamic nightside magnetosphere32
than the HSS. Further, for the CME event, the tail magnetic reconnection produced a33
distorted Hall magnetic field pattern and the X-line had a dawn-dusk extent of 20% of34
the tail width. No magnetic flux loading and unloading events were observed suggest-35
ing that, during these intense driving conditions, Mercury’s magnetosphere responded36
with a type of quasi-steady convection as opposed to the tail flux loading-unloading events37
seen at Earth.38
1 Introduction39
Mercury is the smallest and the innermost planet in the Solar System with an aphe-40
lion of ∼ 0.47 AU and a perihelion of ∼ 0.31 AU, in which AU is the distance from Earth41
to the Sun. Three Mercury’s flybys by Mariner 10 in the 1970s discovered the planet’s42
intrinsic magnetic field (Ness et al., 1974), which is in the same magnetic polarity as that43
of Earth’s but is much weaker in magnitude. Later studies, especially those based on mea-44
surements from MErcury Surface, Space ENviroment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MES-45
SENGER) (Solomon et al., 2001), show that the intrinsic magnetic field is highly dipole46
and closely aligns (< 0.8◦) with the planet’s rotation axis. The magnetic equator has47
a northward offset of ∼ 0.2 RM (where RM is Mercury’s mean radius, one RM is ∼ 2440 km)48
and the dipole moment is ∼ 190 nT ·R3M (Alexeev et al., 2008; Anderson et al., 2010,49
2012). In Mercury’s orbit, strong interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) intensity and high50
solar wind density result in low Alfvén Mach number (e.g., Russell et al., 1988; Saran-51
tos & Slavin, 2009), which favors thick plasma depletion layers to form in front of the52
dayside magnetopause and lead to high dayside dimensionless reconnection rate (∼ 0.15)53
(Scurry et al., 1994; DiBraccio et al., 2013; Gershman et al., 2013; Slavin et al., 2009,54
2014). The small dipole moment and the strong solar wind dynamic pressure make the55
planet occupies a large portion of the magnetosphere with the average standoff distance56
from the dipole center to the subsolar magnetopause of ∼ 1.5 RM (Ness et al., 1976;57
Slavin et al., 2010; Winslow et al., 2013).58
Magnetic reconnection at the dayside magnetopause (e.g., Mercury and Earth) cre-59
ates open field lines with one end connecting to the planets and the other end to the IMF.60
The open field lines enable shocked solar wind plasma to enter magnetospheres. As the61
open field lines convect anti-sunward, plasma populations in the open flux tubes connect-62
ing the cusp may precipitate or mirror away and then transport to nightside lobes and63
form plasma mantle. There are observations on the plasma mantle in Earth’s magne-64
tosphere (Rosenbauer et al., 1975; Sckopke et al., 1976) and Mercury’s magnetosphere65
(DiBraccio, Slavin, Raines, et al., 2015; Jasinski et al., 2017). The open field lines in the66
lobes convect toward the magnetic equatorial plane and are closed by magnetic recon-67
nection in the cross-tail current sheet, and then convect to the dayside magnetosphere68
where it can be opened again through the dayside magnetopause reconnection. The cir-69
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culation of plasma, magnetic flux and energy in this process constitutes the Dungey cy-70
cle (Dungey, 1961).71
In Earth’s magnetosphere, the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling pro-72
duces several magnetospheric modes. The magnetospheric modes include substorms (e.g.,73
Akasofu, 1964; Baker et al., 1996; McPherron et al., 1973), steady magnetospheric con-74
vection events (SMCs) (e.g., Pytte et al., 1978; Sergeev et al., 1996), and sawtooth os-75
cillations (e.g., Belian et al., 1995). During the substorms, magnetic flux loads into the76
tail lobes and then unloads through magnetotail reconnection, which corresponds to the77
magnetic flux loading-unloading. Substorms normally persist ∼ 1 to 3 hours. In the SMCs,78
magnetic reconnection continue to occur in the magnetotail, but magnetic field inten-79
sity in the lobes remain stable. SMCs often last a period of several substorms (> 5 to80
10 hours). In the SMC, flux transfer rates in and out of the magnetotail should be equal,81
which also termed as continuous magnetospheric dissipation (CMD) (Tanskanen et al.,82
2005). The sawtooth oscillations are consisted of quasi-periodic Dungey cycles with mag-83
netic flux amplitude in the tail lobes much stronger than that of isolated substorms (Huang84
et al., 2003; Henderson et al., 2006). Isolated substorms refer to substorms without neigh-85
boring substorms within few hours. Solar wind drivers are distinct for the magnetospheric86
modes at Earth. SMC events and sawtooth oscillations require solar wind speed and IMF87
southward Bz to be steady in a period of several substorms, and the intensity of the drivers88
of sawtooth oscillations are stronger than those of SMC events. However, isolated sub-89
storms do not require steadiness and intensity of the drivers (O’Brien et al., 2002; De-90
Jong et al., 2009; Pulkkinen et al., 2007; Partamies et al., 2009). On the other hand, sev-91
eral studies show that the ionosphere could play a role in the sawtooth oscillations (Brambles92
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2016).93
Magnetic reconnection-related structures, including magnetic flux ropes and dipo-94
larization fronts, are often observed in Mercury’s magnetotail (Slavin et al., 2009; Slavin,95
Anderson, et al., 2012; DiBraccio, Slavin, Imber, et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016, 2018; Dewey96
et al., 2017, 2018; Zhao et al., 2019). The occurrence rates of the reconnection-related97
structures are around an order of magnitude higher at Mercury than at Earth implying98
a more dynamic plasma sheet in Mercury’s magnetotail (Sun et al., 2016; Smith et al.,99
2017, 2018). The reconnection-related structures are more frequently observed on the100
dawnside plasma sheet than on the duskside (Sun et al., 2016, 2017; Smith et al., 2017),101
which is different to the duskside prominent reconnection features in Earth’s plasma sheet102
(e.g., Nagai et al., 1998; Slavin et al., 2005; Imber et al., 2011). Recent three dimensional103
PIC simulations suggest that the short dawn-dusk extent of Mercury’s magnetotail ac-104
counts for the difference in the dawn-dusk distributions of the magnetotail reconnection105
between the two planetary magnetospheres (Y.-H. Liu et al., 2019; Y. Chen et al., n.d.).106
In a possible encounter of magnetic reconnection diffusion region in Mercury’s magne-107
totail, Zhong et al. (2018) reported a dimensionless reconnection rate of ∼ 0.2 from the108
magnetic field measurements. In recent Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) studies in the109
Earth’s cross-tail current sheet, dimensionaless reconnection rates range from ∼ 0.1 to110
0.2 (Genestreti et al., 2018; Nakamura et al., 2018).111
In the studies by Slavin et al. (2014) and Jia et al. (2019), the authors investigated112
the characteristics of dayside magnetosphere under impacts of solar wind extreme events,113
including thick plasma depletion layer, low-altitude subsolar magnetopause and induc-114
tion currents in Mercury’s interior. Slavin et al. (2014) investigated three events, which115
are two Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) on 23 November 2011 and on 8 May 2012 and116
one high-speed stream (HSS) on 11 May 2012. The inferred solar wind pressures for the117
three events are from 45 to 60 nPa, and the distance of the subsolar magnetopause lo-118
cation is reduced from ∼ 1000 km to ∼ 100 km above the planet’s surface. In these ex-119
treme solar wind dynamic pressure events, the reconnection rate on the dayside mag-120
netopause is higher than the average condition. Therefore, more magnetic flux would be121
transferred from dayside to the nightside.122
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In this study, we analyze the response of Mercury’s nightside magnetosphere to two123
extreme solar wind events. Both extreme events are from Slavin et al. (2014). We fo-124
cus on the CME on 23 November 2011 and the HSS on 11 May 2012, whose trajecto-125
ries are close to the noon-midnight meridian. The trajectory of MESSENGER during126
the CME on 8 May 2012 in Slavin et al. (2014) deviated greatly from the noon-meridian127
plane towards the dawnside (Y ′MSM < −1.2RM ), therefore, we ignored this event. The128
CME on 23 November 2011 produced a large number of tailward traveling flux ropes and129
the HSS on 11 May 2012 produced a large number of planetward traveling dipolariza-130
tion fronts. Both types of structures occurred at occurrence rates approximately two or-131
ders of magnitude larger than the average occurrence rates for them in Mercury’s mag-132
netotail, implying the extremely dynamic plasma sheet. Open magnetic flux in the lobe133
corresponds to around half of Mercury’s available magnetic flux confirming the extreme134
condition of Mercury’s magnetosphere. However, the lobe magnetic field intensity was135
steady and lasted periods of several of Mercury’s Dungey cycles, indicating that the mag-136
netosphere experienced the quasi-steady convection. The low solar wind Alfvén Mach137
number and the absence of steady ring current and ionosphere at Mercury produce unique138
properties for steady convection events in Mercury’s magnetosphere compared to Earth’s139
magnetosphere.140
2 Overview of Extreme Nightside Magnetosphere141
2.1 Data and Instrument142
The study utilizes particles and fields measurements from MESSENGER (Solomon143
et al., 2001). The ion measurements were provided by Fast Imaging Plasma Spectrom-144
eter (FIPS) (Andrews et al., 2007), which measures ions in an energy range from ∼ 50 eV/q145
to ∼ 13.3 keV/q with an effective field of view of ∼ 1.15π sr. The scan time of FIPS146
is ∼ 10 seconds when inside of the magnetosphere, and is ∼ 1 minute when outside147
of the magnetosphere. FIPS can distinguish ion species through the time-of-flight mea-148
surements. Magnetic field vectors were provided by the magnetometer (MAG) at a time149
resolution of 20 vectors per second (Anderson et al., 2007). In this study, the magnetic150
field data are shown in the Mercury solar magnetospheric coordinates (MSM) unless noted.151
In the MSM, the x̂MSM is sunward, the ẑMSM is northward and parallels to the dipole152
axis, and the ŷMSM completes the right-handed coordinate system. The MSM coordi-153
nate shifts northward of ∼ 0.2 RM from the center of Mercury due to the offset of the154
magnetic dipole (Anderson et al., 2010). Spacecraft position is provided with the same155
time resolution as the magnetic field data (20 samples per second), which is aberrated156
to be anti-parallel to the solar wind by rotating the x̂MSM -ŷMSM plane.157
During the CME on 23 November 2011 and the HSS on 11 May 2012, averaging158
over upstreams of outbound bow shock gave solar wind speed of ∼ 450 km/s and ∼159
425 km/s, respectively (Slavin et al., 2014). Orbital speeds of Mercury were ∼ 53 km/s160
on 23 November 2011 and ∼ 47 km/s on 11 May 2012, the aberration angles were cal-161
culated to be ∼ 6.76◦ and ∼ 6.31◦, respectively.162
2.2 CME on 23 November 2011163
The crossing of Mercury’s magnetosphere under the CME impact was the first pe-164
riapsis pass of MESSENGER on 23 November 2011. The blue lines in Figure 1 exhibit165




MSM -ẑMSM planes and the black curves166
are the magnetopause locations, which is obtained from a magnetopause model (Shue167
et al., 1998; Winslow et al., 2013) with a subsolar standoff distance (Rss) of 1.13 RM168
(Slavin et al., 2014). The dashed black curves are the average magnetopause locations169
(Winslow et al., 2013). The black curves were closer to the planet, indicating that Mer-170
cury’s magnetosphere was clearly compressed during the extreme events. MESSENGER171
moved northward through the tail southern magnetopause at X ′MSM ∼ −3.8 RM and172
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Figure 1. MESSENGER trajectories for the three extreme events (blue lines for a Coronal
Mass Ejection (CME) on 23 November 2011 and green lines for a high-speed stream (HSS) on 11
May 2012) on the aberrated x̂′MSM − ŷ′MSM (a) and ŷ′MSM − ẑMSM (b) planes. The black curve
in (a) indicates the magnetopause location with a subsolar standoff (Rss) distance of 1.13 RM ,
which was determined by Slavin et al. (2014) for the three events. The black circular in (b) is the
magnetopause location at X ′MSM ∼ −2.8RM . The dashed curve in (a) and the dashed circle in
(b) represent the average magnetopause locations (Rss = 1.45 RM ) determined by Winslow et al.
(2013).
entered the southern lobe of the magnetotail. It then crossed the magnetic equatorial173
plane at X ′MSM ∼ −2.5 RM and entered the northern hemisphere. MESSENGER reached174
the periapsis at the northern high-latitude region on the dayside and crossed the cusp175
and then the dayside magnetopause. The trajectory during the CME (the blue line in176
Figure 1b) was on the pre-midnight sector in the nightside magnetosphere and was close177
to the noon-midnight meridian (|Y ′MSM | < 0.5 RM ).178
An overview of ion and magnetic field measurements across the nightside magne-179
tosphere during the CME is displayed in Figure 2 (For more information on the CME,180
see Slavin et al. (2014) or Winslow et al. (2015)). The encounter of high-latitude tail mag-181
netopause was determined to be at ∼ 08:28:00 UTC (the first vertical dashed red line)182
when rotation in Bx was observed. The tail magnetopause was ∼ 2.23 RM away from183
the x̂′MSM axis, which was close to the distance of ∼ 2.19 RM in the magnetopause model184
(Figure 1b). In the following calculations, the radius ∼ 2.23 RM determined from in-185
situ measurements was used as the radius of the magnetotail for this event. Therefore,186
the width of the magnetotail (dTail) was 4.46 RM . In the magnetosheath from 08:05:00187
UTC to 08:11:00 UTC, the average IMF was [−19.4, 70.9,−36.7] nT , which was predom-188
inately in duskward and southward directions with a magnetic shear angle of ∼ 117◦.189
The flux transfer events (FTEs) were frequently observed around the magnetopause, which190
were identified based on their bipolar signatures coincident with enhancements in the191
magnetic field intensity.192
The southern lobe was identified to be the region between the first (∼ 08:28:00 UTC)193
and second (∼ 09:22:10 UTC) vertical dashed lines. The solar-wind-originated proton194
(Figures 2a and 2b) and He++ (Figure 2c) continuously appeared after crossing the tail195
magnetopause, and the proton flux (Figure 2a) and observed density of He++ (Figure196
2c) (Raines et al., 2013) smoothly decreased farther away from the magnetopause, which197
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Figure 2. Overview of ion and magnetic field measurements across the nightside Mercury’s
magnetosphere from 08:10:00 UTC to 09:50:00 UTC on 23 November 2011. (a) Proton differen-
tial particle flux versus energy per charge. (b) Proton particle flux integrated in the energy range
of FIPS (∼ 46 eV to ∼ 13.3 keV ). (c) Observed density of He++ (in blue), O+ group (m/q = 14
to 20, in purple), and Na+ group (m/q = 21 to 30, in gold). (d) Bx. (e) By. (f) Bz. (g) mag-
netic field intensity (Bt). The first vertical dashed red line indicates the average magnetopause
location. The second and third vertical dashed lines indicate the south and north boundaries of
the plasma sheet, respectively. Magnetopause (MP), Lobe and Current sheet (CS) are labeled.
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Figure 3. Overview of ion and magnetic field measurements across the nightside Mercury’s
magnetosphere from 21:20:00 UTC to 22:55:00 UTC on 11 May 2012. This figure is in the same
format as Figure 2. FIPS was operating at a 60 s cadence through the first half of this period, up
to about 22:02 UTC. It operated at ∼ 10 s for the remainder of the interval.
indicates an encounter of plasma mantle. In the southern lobe, the magnetic field was198
steady with the field orientation primarily in the tailward and duskward directions (Fig-199
ures 2d to 2g). There were no signatures of magnetic flux loading and unloading. The200
plasma sheet was identified between the second and third vertical dashed lines as a de-201
pression in the magnetic field intensity (Figure 2g), an increase in the proton flux (Fig-202
ures 2a and 2b), and reversal of the Bx (Figure 2d). The plasma sheet contained an amount203
of supra-thermal protons (> 3×107 [cm2s]−1) (Sun et al., 2017). Frequent and large-204
amplitude increases in the magnetic field intensity were also observed in the plasma sheet.205
2.3 HSS on 11 May 2012206
Figure 3 shows the ion and magnetic field measurements on 11 May 2012, which207
was the third periapsis pass of MESSENGER on that day. Green lines in Figure 1 rep-208
resent the trajectory of MESSENGER, which deviated from the meridian plane but within209
Y ′MSM < −0.8 RM . The high-latitude tail magnetopause was crossed at ∼ 21:42:00210
UTC (the first vertical dashed line), and was ∼ 2.43 RM away from the x̂′MSM axis. FTEs211
were frequently observed around the magnetopause, and the average IMF was [−12.5, 37.3,−12.1] nT212
from 21:29:00 UTC to 21:39:00 UTC, which was southward but contained a large duskward213
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component with a magnetic shear angle of ∼ 108◦. In the southern lobe (the region be-214
tween the first and second vertical dashed lines), magnetic field intensity displayed some215
amplitude variations, but did not show continuous magnetosheath proton and solar wind216
He++. There was a brief magnetosheath proton enhancement at ∼ 21:50:00 UTC, which217
might be the encounter of the plasma mantle. The plasma sheet (between the second218
and third vertical dashed lines) was full of magnetic field fluctuations and contained large219
amounts of high-energy proton particle flux. There were planetary O+ and Na+ evident220
in the plasma sheet (Figure 3c). In contrast, they were not present in the plasma sheet221
during the CME on 23 November 2011.222
In the extreme solar wind events, the nightside magnetosphere was highly compressed.223
On the CME on 23 November 2011, magnetic shear angle outside the tail magnetopause224
was determined to be ∼ 117◦, and on the HSS on 11 May 2012, the shear angle was ∼225
108◦. The shear angles are similar to each other. However, magnetic shear angle at the226
dayside magnetopause was ∼ 60◦ on the CME event and was ∼ 160◦ on the HSS event.227
In addition, the dayside magentosheath β was determined to be ∼ 0.06 on the CME and228
was ∼ 2.67 on the HSS (Slavin et al., 2014). Protons in the plasma sheet were energized,229
and the plasma sheet contained frequent and large-amplitude magnetic field fluctuations.230
In the next section, we analyze the reconnection-generated magnetic structures in the231
plasma sheet, including flux ropes (the CME on 23 November 2011) and dipolarization232
fronts (the HSS on 11 May 2012). The quadrupole Hall magnetic field associated with233
magnetic reconnection and the dimensionless reconnection rate on the CME event (23234
November 2011) are also analyzed. Section 4 shows analyses on the southern lobes. The235
open magnetic flux in the southern lobe does not show magnetic flux loading and un-236
loading, suggesting that the magnetosphere experienced the quasi-steady convection. The237
cross-polar Cap Potential (CPCP) was calculated from the plasma mantle measurements238
on the CME event, which is a few times the average value in Mercury’s magnetosphere.239
In section 5, we discuss features of steady convection in Mercury’s magnetosphere and240
compare them with the SMCs in Earth’s magnetospheres, including the solar wind drivers241
and the steady convection properties. The dawn-dusk extent of the magnetic reconnec-242
tion during the CME event is also discussed. Section 6 gives the conclusion.243
3 Plasma Sheet Observations244
3.1 Local Coordinate System for the Cross-tail Current Sheet245
The local coordinate system (LMN) is crucial in analyzing magnetic structures in246
the cross-tail current sheet. In the case of the magnetotail magnetic reconnection, ~L is247
along the reconnecting component of the magnetic field, ~N is normal to the current sheet248
and ~M is directed along the reconnection X-line. Several techniques have been devel-249
oped to determine the LMN coordinate of magnetic structures. Here we apply two of these250
techniques to the MESSENGER magnetic field measurements. The first is the minimum,251
or maximum, variance analysis (MVA) (Sonnerup & Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup & Scheible,252
1998). The second is the cross product of the magnetic field vectors on the two sides of253
magnetic layers (Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998). The MVA was applied to a series of mea-254
surements containing the structure. It gives three eigenvalues (the maximum λmax, in-255
termediate λint and minimum λmin eigenvalues), which correspond to three eigenvec-256
tors (the maximum, intermediate and minimum eigenvectors). The maximum, interme-257
diate and minimum eigenvectors correspond to the ~LMVA, the ~MMVA, and the ~NMVA,258
respectively. Ratios between the neighboring eigenvalues imply the accuracy of the eigen-259
vectors, in which a small value would degenerate the corresponding eigenvectors. In this260
study, we require the ratios to be greater than 3.261
In the second technique, the LMN is obtained by analyzing magnetic field vectors262
on the two sides of the cross-tail current sheet, that is, the southern and northern lobes.263
The direction of magnetic reconnection line (Sonnerup, 1974), that is, the ~M direction,264
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could be calculated from265
~Mvectors = ( ~BSL × ~BNL)× ( ~BSL − ~BNL)/|( ~BSL × ~BNL)× ( ~BSL − ~BNL)| (1)
, where ~BSL and ~BNL represent magnetic field vectors in southern and northern lobes,266
respectively. Since magnetic field in the lobes are expected to be predominately in a plane267
parallel to the cross-tail current sheet, the normal of the current sheet, that is, the ~N ,268
could be obtained from269
~Nvectors = ( ~BSL × ~BNL)/|( ~BSL × ~BNL)| (2)
, and then the reconnecting direction, that is, the ~L, is270
~Lvectors = ( ~BSL − ~BNL)/|( ~BSL − ~BNL)| (3)
, which is ~Mvectors × ~Nvectors.271
Magnetic field measurements from 09:19:00 UTC to 09:34:00 UTC on 23 Novem-272
ber 2011 and from 22:26:00 to 22:47:00 UTC on 11 May 2012 were taken out to apply273
the MVA separately to obtain the LMN coordinate for the cross-tail current sheets. On274
23 November 2011, the ratios between the maximum eigenvalue and the intermediate eigen-275
value was ∼ 23.8, and the intermediate eigenvalue and the minimum eigenvalue was276
∼ 3.4, indicating that the ~LMVA, the ~MMVA, and the ~NMVA were well determined.277
In the MSM coordinate system, ~LMVA = (0.98, -0.20, 0.07), ~MMVA = (0.19, 0.98, 0.10),278
and ~NMVA = (-0.08, -0.08, 0.99), which were close to x̂MSM , ŷMSM and ẑMSM axes,279
respectively. On 11 May 2012, the ratios between the maximum eigenvalue and the in-280
termediate eigenvalue was ∼ 32.0, and the intermediate eigenvalue and the minimum281
eigenvalue was ∼ 1.1, indicating that the ~LMVA was well determined, but the ~MMVA282
and the ~NMVA were becoming degenerate. The ~LMVA = (0.994, 0.08, 0.07) was close283
to the x̂MSM .284
In the CME event on 23 November 2011, magnetic field vectors in the southern and285
northern lobes were ~BSL = (-87.38, 37.67, -9.92) nT and ~BNL = (102.08, 18.49, 15.98)286
nT, which were averaged between 09:16:00 UTC and 09:19:00 UTC and between 09:29:00287
UTC and 09:32:00 UTC, respectively. The magnetic shear angle was ∼ 147◦ between288
the ~BSL and the ~BNL, indicating a guide field in the plasma sheet. Applications of equa-289
tions (1), (2) and (3) gave ~Lvectors = (0.98, -0.10, 0.14), ~Mvectors = (0.09, 0.99, 0.08),290
and ~Nvectors = (-0.14, -0.07, 0.99), which were 5.87
◦, 5.56◦, 4.51◦, respectively, away from291
the LMN determined by the MVA. This implies a very good agreement.292
In the HSS event on 11 May 2012, the ~BSL = (-60.57, 1.87, 2.09) nT and the ~BNL293
= (82.34, 10.07, 30.13) nT, which were averaged between 22:20:30 UTC and 22:24:00 UTC,294
and between 22:45:20 UTC and 22:46:10 UTC, respectively. MESSENGER was located295
at ∼ (-1.51, -0.58, 0.39) RM in the northern lobe close to the planet, it was necessary296
to remove the dipole magnetic field components in the ~BNL, which resulted in ~B′NL =297
(60.69, 1.88, -3.40) nT. Application of equations (1), (2) and (3) gave ~Lvectors = (0.999,298
0.0, 0.045), ~Mvectors = (-0.015, 0.94, -0.33), and ~Nvectors = (0.04, 0.33, 0.94). The ~Lvectors299
was separated from the ~LMVA by ∼ 8.18◦, which, again, is a very good agreement. The300
local coordinates obtained from MVA and the cross product of the north and south lobes301
for both events are summarized in Table 1. Since the ~MMVA and ~NMVA determined by302
MVA were degenerate in the HSS event, the LMN coordinates determined from the cross303
product analysis of the lobe fields were employed for both CME and HSS events in the304
following analysis on the plasma sheet.305
3.2 Quasi-periodic Flux Rope Groups during 23 November 2011 CME306
An overview of the proton and magnetic field measurements in the plasma sheet307
on 23 November 2011 is displayed in Figure 4. The plasma sheet is evident in the en-308
hanced proton flux from ∼ 1 to 10 keV (Figure 4a) and a depression of magnetic field309
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Figure 4. Overview of proton and magnetic field measurements of the plasma sheet from
09:15:00 UTC to 09:35:00 UTC on 23 November 2011. (a) Proton differential particle flux ver-
sus energy per charge (E/q). (b) BL. (c) BM . (d) BN . (e) magnetic field intensity Bt. LMN
represents the local coordinate of the cross-tail current sheet, in which ~L is the magnetic field
maximum variance direction, ~M is the intermediate variance direction, and ~N is the minimum
variance direction. Red dashed lines indicate the starts of flux rope groups. The green and blue
ticks at the top of (e) represent the flux ropes and traveling compression regions (TCRs) with
green being tailward traveling and blue being planetward traveling. The flux ropes among them
are marked by additional green ticks at the bottom.
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Figure 5. Overview of two flux rope groups in the LMN local coordinate system. The LMN
is the same as Figure 4. The left column is the flux rope group of 09:21:10, and the right column
is the group of 09:24:47. (a) and (e) BL. (b) and (f) BM . (c) and (g) BN . (d) and (h) Bt. The
vertical dashed lines represent the flux ropes and TCRs with the leading larger-scale flux ropes
being marked in red.
intensity (Figure 4e). MESSENGER crossed the center of the plasma sheet at ∼ 09:24:45310
UTC where BL reversed direction (Figure 4b). The plasma sheet contained many suprather-311
mal protons with energies higher than ∼ 5 keV (Figure 4a) (Sun et al., 2017), indicat-312
ing that the plasma sheet protons were energized. The FIPS angular flux maps (see sup-313
plementary material), including energy scans from 09:24:40 UTC to 09:27:40 UTC, showed314
that most of the protons were tailward propagating. This indicates that MESSENGER315
traversed the cross-tail current sheet tailward of the Near-Mercury Neutral Line (NMNL).316
An integration over the plasma sheet crossing yielded a proton number density (np) of317
∼ 2.33 cm−3 and proton temperature (Tp) of ∼ 32.5 MK (see supplementary mate-318
rial). Meanwhile, the plasma sheet was full of large-amplitude magnetic field fluctuations319
(Figures 4b to 4e), which we will now show to be flux ropes.320
At ∼ 09:21:10 UTC, when MESSENGER located near the southern boundary of321
the plasma sheet, two large-amplitude, long-duration tailward traveling flux ropes were322
observed (marked in red vertical lines), which is shown on the left column of Figure 5.323
The deflection in the BN were used to determine the travelling directions of the flux ropes324
and travelling compression regions (TCRs). Planetward travelling structures correspond325
to BN changes from negative to positive (∓ BN ), and tailward travelling structures cor-326
respond to BN changes from positive to negative (±BN ). The TCRs are the locally com-327
pressed fields draping around the flux ropes (Slavin, Imber, et al., 2012; Slavin et al., 1993).328
In the two flux ropes, BN changed from ∼ 50 nT to -20 nT (∆BN ∼ 70 nT ) and ∼ 40329
nT to -70 nT (∆BN ∼ 110 nT ) in ∼ 3.5 seconds (∆t) and ∼ 1.5 seconds and the max-330
imum magnetic field intensity (Bt) was ∼ 125 nT and 145 nT, respectively. The flux331
ropes were followed by a prolonged negative BN , that is, the southward Bz, with an in-332
terval of ∼ 75 s. This prolonged negative BN could mean that magnetic reconnection333
remained occur, which is in analogous to the post-plasmoid plasma sheet (PPPS) (DiBraccio,334
Slavin, Imber, et al., 2015; Richardson et al., 1987). Fourteen relatively smaller-amplitude335
(∆BN < 70 nT ) and shorter-duration (∆t ∼ 1 s) tailward flux ropes and TCRs were336
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observed in the prolonged negative BN until another large-amplitude and long-duration337
flux rope appeared at ∼ 09:22:43 UTC. The right column in Figure 5 displays another338
flux rope group from 09:24:40 UTC to 09:25:40 UTC, in which few large-amplitude, long-339
duration flux ropes were observed at the start time and were followed by prolonged neg-340
ative BN and several relatively smaller-amplitude and shorter-duration flux ropes. Twenty-341
three flux ropes and TCRs were observed. The two flux rope groups displayed similar342
features, which was led by a few large-amplitude and long-duration flux ropes followed343
by a prolonged negative BN and tens of relatively smaller-amplitude and shorter-duration344
flux ropes. This kind of flux rope group quasi-periodically appeared between 09:20:00345
UTC and 09:30:40 UTC and the vertical dashed red lines in Figure 4 represent the start346
times of each group. There were ten this kind of flux rope groups with a mean duration347
of ∼ 71 s.348
If we considered the average Alfvén speed in the plasma sheet to be the plasma flow349
speed, the scale of the flux ropes could be estimated. The average np is 2.33 cm
−3 and350
the average Bt is ∼ 85 nT from 09:24:00 to 09:26:00 UTC, the Alfvén speed is calculated351
to be ∼ 800 km/s. The large scale flux rope of 3.5 s corresponds to a radius of ∼ 2800352
km. The small scale flux rope of 1 s suggests that the radius of flux rope is around 400353
km. Proton inertial length is ∼ 150 km. The large scale flux rope is tens of the proton354
inertial length, and the small scale flux rope is only several times the inertial length, which355
suggests that the small scale flux ropes are ion-scale..356
Green and blue ticks in Figure 4e marked the flux ropes and TCRs identified be-357
tween 09:15:00 UTC and 09:35:00 UTC, which were 153 in a total number. These flux358
ropes and TCRs were visually identified through applying MVA on each event. In Fig-359
ure 4, the green ticks represented tailward traveling flux ropes and TCRs, and the blue360
ticks represented planetward traveling flux ropes and TCRs. Most of the flux ropes and361
TCRs were tailward traveling with only 8 (∼ 5%) being planetward traveling. This in-362
dicates that the spacecraft stayed mostly in the tailward of the NMNL, which was con-363
sistent with proton distributions from FIPS. However, because the NMNL was located364
between a pair of neighboring tailward and planetward flux ropes, the planetward trav-365
eling flux ropes suggested that the spacecraft should cross the NMNL a few times. The366
first planetward flux rope was detected at ∼ 09:26:50 UTC where MESSENGER was lo-367
cated at X ′MSM ∼ −2.53 RM . The last planetward TCR was detected at ∼ 09:33:00368
UTC when MESSENGER was located at X ′MSM ∼ −2.28 RM . There were ∼ 20 flux369
ropes both planetward traveling and tailward traveling in between. This indicates a move-370
ment of the NMNL, which should be located at X ′MSM from −2.53 RM to −2.28 RM .371
Figure 6 shows the statistical properties of the flux ropes (red dots, a and b) and372
the TCRs (black dots, c and d). Amplitude (∆BN ) and duration (∆t) of the structures373
was determined from the extrema in BN variations. Core field (Bcore) was the maxima374
of Bt in the structures. The flux ropes had mean ∆BN of ∼ 52.4 nT , mean Bcore of ∼375
107.0 nT , and mean ∆t of ∼ 0.93 s. The TCRs had mean ∆BN of ∼ 19.7 nT , mean376
magnetic field enhancement (∆Bt/BLobe) of ∼ 6%, and mean ∆t of ∼ 1.62 s. The rel-377
ative amplitude of the TCRs, ∼ 6%, is comparable to that seen at Earth (Slavin et al.,378
1993). The mean duration of the TCRs was longer than that of the flux ropes. TCRs379
have been well studied at Earth and it has been shown that they are due to the drap-380
ing of lobe magnetic field lines around flux ropes (Slavin, Imber, et al., 2012; Slavin et381
al., 1993). Hence, they are useful proxies for flux ropes.382
The ∆t represent scales of flux ropes along L direction. The ∆BN are the ampli-383
tudes of the flux ropes, which represents the curvature radius of the magnetic field lines384
and therefore the scale of flux ropes along N direction (Zhao et al., 2019). Figure 6a shows385
a good positive correlation between ∆t and ∆BN for the flux ropes, which indicates that386
the longer of the flux ropes along L the larger of the flux ropes in N . In Figure 6b, the387
∆t and the Bcore are also positively correlated, which indicates that the larger the scale388
of flux ropes the stronger the core field. The ∆BN and Bcore are also positively corre-389
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Figure 6. Scatter of the flux ropes (FRs, red dots, a and b) and traveling compression re-
gions (TCRs, black dots, c and d) in the plasma sheet on 23 November 2011. (a) The amplitude
(∆BN ) versus flux rope duration (∆t). (b) The core field (Bcore) versus ∆t. (c) The amplitude
(∆BN ) versus TCR duration (∆t). (d) The ∆Bt/BLobe versus TCR duration. For each flux rope
or TCR, the ∆BN and ∆t of the structures was determined from the extrema in the BN vari-
ations, and the Bcore was the maxima in Bt. Red lines are linear fitting of the flux ropes (red
dots).
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lated (not shown). Several studies propose that core magnetic field strengthens along390
with growth of flux rope scales (Ma et al., 1994; Y. Chen et al., 2017; Akhavan-Tafti et391
al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019). The distribution in Figure 6b agrees with this scenario. Fur-392
ther, the positive correlations among the ∆BN , the ∆t, and Bcore might indicate that393
the larger flux ropes would contain more magnetic flux.394
In the plasma sheet from 09:22:40 UTC to 09:28:00 UTC, a number of 74 flux ropes395
were identified corresponding to mean separation of ∼ 4.3 s. The occurrence rate (∼ 14396
events per minute) of flux ropes during this CME was approximately 600 times the av-397
erage occurrence rate (∼ 0.022 events per minute (Sun et al., 2016)) in the Mercury’s398
plasma sheet. In Earth’s plasma sheet, multiple flux ropes and TCRs were also observed,399
such as in Slavin et al. (1993, 2005); Zong et al. (2004). From those studies, separations400
between the neighboring flux ropes at Earth could be ∼ 1 to 2.5 minutes, which is much401
longer than the ∼ 4.3 s in Mercury’s plasma sheet.402
3.3 Dipolarization fronts during 11 May 2012 HSS403
Figure 7 shows proton dynamic spectra and magnetic field measurements in the404
plasma sheet on 11 May 2012. Similar to the plasma sheet on 23 November 2011, the405
plasma sheet was evident in the suprathermal proton enhancement (Figure 7a) and mag-406
netic field intensity depression (Figure 7e). The integration over the plasma sheet pe-407
riod from 22:29:40 UTC to 22:45:20 UTC of FIPS measurements gave proton number408
density of ∼ 0.90 cm−3 and proton temperature of 20.9 MK (see supplementary ma-409
terial for the 3D FIPS angular flux map and 1D phase space density). Different from the410
plasma sheet on 23 November 2011, this plasma sheet contained many heavy ions, in-411
cluding solar wind He++ and planetary Na+. The integration gives He++ density of412
∼ 0.13 cm−3 and temperature of 47.4 MK and Na+ density of ∼ 0.12 cm−3 and tem-413
perature of 30.7 MK. The density of Na+ in this plasma sheet was around an order of414
magnitude larger than the average Na+ density of ∼ 0.01 cm−3 on the dawnside plasma415
sheet (Raines et al., 2013), while the density of He++ was comparable to the average416
density on the dawnside plasma sheet.417
Several TCRs were observed when MESSENGER was located in the southern lobe418
as marked in Figure 7f. At first, the TCRs were tailward traveling and then became plan-419
etward traveling, indicating the pass of the NMNL. As already mentioned, the NMNL420
should be located between the neighboring planetward and tailward traveling TCRs and421
flux ropes. The first neighboring planetward and tailward TCRs was located at X ′MSM ∼422
- 2.45 RM , and the last neighboring TCRs was X
′
MSM ∼ - 2.34 RM . Therefore, the NMNL423
should be located between X ′MSM ∼ - 2.45 RM and ∼ - 2.34 RM . Several minutes later,424
the spacecraft started to enter the plasma sheet. Because MESSENGER moved closer425
to the planet, it crossed the planetward side of the NMNL reconnection site. MESSEN-426
GER crossed the center of the plasma sheet at X ′MSM ∼ -1.8 RM on the HSS event,427
which was closer to Mercury than 23 November 2011 CME plasma sheet traversal (X ′MSM ∼428
-2.6 RM ).429
Figures 8a to 8d show magnetic field measurements in the central plasma sheet from430
22:35:00 UTC to 22:36:30 UTC. The vertical dashed lines marked the planetward trav-431
eling dipolarization fronts. Dipolarization fronts consists of sharp increase in BN , that432
is, the northward magnetic field component (Bz), and Bt, which are preceded by decrease433
in BN and are followed by Bt enhancements (e.g., Ohtani et al., 2004). The Bt enhanced434
region is called plasma bubble or dipolarizing flux bundle (DFB) (e.g., C. X. Chen & Wolf,435
1999; J. Liu et al., 2013), which is believed to be generated by magnetic reconnection436
(e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 2013). In Figure 8, a number of 13 dipolarization fronts were437
identified in 90 s. The mean separation of individual dipolarization front was ∼ 7 s, which438
was twice the separation of ∼ 4.3 s of tailward flux ropes during the CME event. The439
occurrence rate (∼ 8.6 events per minute) of dipolarization front during this HSS was440
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Figure 7. Overview of proton and magnetic field measurements of the plasma sheet from
22:20:00 UTC to 22:50:00 UTC on 11 May 2012. (a) Proton differential particle flux versus en-
ergy per charge (E/q). (b) Observed density of He++ (in blue), O+ group (m/q = 14 to 20, in
purple), and Na+ group (m/q = 21 to 30, in gold). (c) BL. (d) BM . (e) BN . (f) magnetic field
intensity Bt. LMN represents the local coordinate of the cross-tail current sheet. Red dashed
lines represent the plasma sheet boundaries. The blue ticks in (f) represent the planetward trav-
eling dipolarization fronts. The blue ticks ending with asterisks represent planetward traveling
flux ropes and TCRs. The green ticks ending with asterisks represent tailward traveling TCRs.
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Figure 8. Dipolarization fronts observed in the plasma sheet on 11 May 2012. (a) BL. (b)
BM . (c) BN . (d) Bt. LMN is the local coordinate system, which is the same as Figure 7. Blue
vertical dashed lines mark the centers of dipolarization fronts. (e) dipolarization front duration
(∆t) versus amplitudes (∆BN ). (f) dipolarization front duration versus dipolarizing flux bundles
(DFBs) duration.
∼ 200 times the average occurrence rate (∼ 0.044 events per minute) in Mercury’s plasma441
sheet (Sun et al., 2016).442
In Figure 7f between the two vertical dashed red lines, blue ticks marked the dipo-443
larization fronts and blue ticks ending with asterisks marked the flux ropes. In the cen-444
tral plasma sheet between 22:34:00 UTC and 22:39:00 UTC, 37 dipolarization fronts and445
two flux ropes were identified. These magnetic structures were planetward traveling, con-446
firming that the spacecraft crossed the planetward plasma sheet of the NMNL. Statis-447
tical properties of the dipolarization fronts, including duration ∆t and amplitude ∆BN448
and duration of the DFB (tDFB), were shown in Figures 8e and 8f. The ∆t and ∆BN449
of the dipolarization fronts were determined from the extrema in BN . The tDFB was the450
duration of the enhanced BN region. The dipolarization fronts had mean ∆t of 1.1 s and451
mean ∆BN of 20.9 nT , which was comparable to the values obtained in the closer planet452
tail regions (Sundberg et al., 2012) (X ′MSM was from ∼ -1.8 to -2.0 RM in this study,453
and was from -1.5 to -1 RM in Sundberg et al. (2012)). Mean tDFB was 2.1 s which was454
smaller than the values in the closer planet region. Figures 8e and 8f also showed that455
the ∆t and the ∆BN , the ∆t and the tDFB were positively correlated, which indicated456
that the larger scale of the dipolarization fronts (∆t), the stronger the amplitudes (∆BN )457
and the larger scales of the DFB (tDFB).458
Similar to the flux rope analysis on the CME event, we can use the background av-459
erage Alfvén speed in the plasma sheet to estimate the scale of the dipolarization fronts460
and the DFBs. The average Bt is 24 nT from 22:34:00 to 22:42:00 UTC. After consid-461
ering the densities of proton, He++, and Na+, the Alfvén speed is calculated to be 400462
km/s. Therefore, the dipolarization fronts have an average scale of 440km, and the DFBs463
are 840 km. Proton inertial length in the plasma sheet is estimated to be 240 km, which464
indicates that both the dipolarization fronts and the DFBs are ion-scale.465
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Figure 9. Analysis of the out-of-plane magnetic field component (BM ) in the plasma sheet on
23 November 2011. (a) BL, (b) BM , (c) bL versus bM , bL is BL/BLobe, bM is BM/BLobe. Green
triangles indicate the averages of bM in 0.1 bL bins. The red asterisk corresponds to the maxi-
mum bM . (d) colormap for bL versus bM , color represent the percentage of data points in each
bin.
3.4 Reconnection Features in the Plasma Sheet on 23 November 2011466
CME467
3.4.1 Hall Magnetic Field in Magnetic Reconnection with Strong Guide468
Field469
Figure 9 shows the analysis of the out-of-plane magnetic field component (BM ) in470
the plasma sheet on 23 November 2011. The spacecraft entered the plasma sheet at ∼471
09:22:40 UTC from the southern lobe (the first vertical dashed line in Figures 9a and472
9b) when |BL| (Figure 9a) and the magnetic field intensity started to decrease (Figure473
4e) and proton flux started to enhance (Figure 4a). The spacecraft traveled northward474
and moved out of the plasma sheet into the northern lobe at ∼ 09:28:00 UTC (the sec-475
ond vertical dashed line in Figures 9a to 9b) when BL became stable and positive and476
proton flux decreased. The red horizontal dashed line in Figure 9b represents the Bguide,477
which was determined from the BM averaged between 09:18:00 UTC and 09:19:00 UTC478
in the southern lobe. The intensity of Bguide was ∼ 28.0 nT , which was ∼ 0.29 when479
normalize to BLobe (∼ 95.0 nT ). It can be seen that BM were generally along the red480
horizontal dashed line in the southern and northern lobes, implying that the guide field481
was stable without large variations during this period.482
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The BM (Figure 9b) in the plasma sheet with a vertical scale of ∼ 0.20 RM showed483
an increase first and then a decrease relative to the guide field, which indicated a cross-484
ing of quadrupole Hall magnetic field associated with magnetic reconnection (Sonnerup,485
1979). However, the BM was asymmetric comparing to the guide field with most of the486
BM being larger than the Bguide. In Figures 9c and 9d, bM (the BM normalized to the487
BLobe, BM/BLobe) was shown as a function of bL (BL/BLobe), in which the measurements488
in the flux ropes were excluded. The bM was asymmetric relative to the guide field (hor-489
izontal red line) and the largest bM was ∼ 1, which means that the largest BM was com-490
parable to the BLobe. Most of the bM was larger than the Bguide and only a small por-491
tion of bM was smaller than the Bguide, which was concentrated on the region where the492
bL was larger than 0.5 corresponding to the outer part of the northern plasma sheet. In493
Figure 9c, the green triangles were averaged bM in 0.1 bins of bL. The maximum bM of494
green triangles was ∼ 0.83 when bL was -0.25 ± 0.05. The bM started to become lower495
than 0.29 (Bguide/BLobe) when bL was larger than 0.65 ± 0.05 (0.05 is the half width496
of the bin). The minimum bM was ∼ 0.184 when bL was 0.75 ± 0.05.497
The analysis in Section 3.2 has shown that flux ropes continuously appeared im-498
plying that magnetic reconnection kept on occurring, and MESSENGER crossed the tail-499
ward of the NMNL in most of the times. This observation of enhanced BM region (pos-500
itive perturbation) was much wider than weaken BM region (negative perturbation) sug-501
gesting a distorted pattern of the quadrupole Hall magnetic field, which could be gen-502
erated by magnetic reconnection with a strong guide field. Several studies demonstrate503
that the Lorentz force could displace electron motion in the current sheet normal direc-504
tion and cause asymmetrical Hall currents and therefore, distorts the quadrupole mag-505
netic field in the magnetic reconnection region (Pritchett & Coroniti, 2004; Huba, 2005;506
Eastwood et al., 2010). Consequently, the region of Hall magnetic field in the same di-507
rection of the guide field would be enlarged and the other region with opposite directed508
Hall magnetic field would be shrink (a scenario shown in Figure 10a). Huba (2005) pre-509
dicted that when the guide field became larger than 0.34, the quadrupole Hall magnetic510
field profile would be eliminated and the Hall magnetic field would only point in one di-511
rection. In this case, the Bguide/BLobe was ∼ 0.29, only a small portion of Hall mag-512
netic field was observed to be negative (∼ 3.3% of the data points), which was consis-513
tent with this conclusion.514
In Figures 9c and 9d, a few bM grey points were smaller than the guide field in the515
southern part of the plasma sheet (bL < 0). This arose from the situation that when516
flux rope passed over the spacecraft the leading part of the tailward traveling flux ropes517
contained the negative Hall magnetic field perturbations (a scenario shown in Figure 10b).518
In Figure 5, the region ahead of the leading flux ropes (∼ 09:21:10 UTC and ∼ 09:24:47519
UTC) contained periods of BM smaller than Bguide (28 nT) corresponding to this sce-520
nario.521
3.4.2 Reconnection Rate522
Figure 11 shows the Harris current sheet fitting on the cross-tail current sheet and523
the BN inside the current sheet. The one-dimensional Harris current sheet model (Harris,524
1962) is:525






, where BL is the L component of magnetic field in the magnetotail, BLB is lobe526
magnetic field intensity, LCS is half thickness of current sheet, z is position of each BL527
measurement, z0 is position of current sheet center. We employed a similar procedure528
as Sun et al. (2017) in the fitting. A parameter χ2 is introduced:529
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Figure 10. Schematic of the Hall magnetic field and Hall current associated with the guide
field magnetic reconnection in the plasma sheet. (a), guide field magnetic reconnection with a










, in which Npoint is number of data points, BLHCS is magnetic field resulted from530
the Harris current sheet model, BL is measured L component of magnetic field. The BL531
was averaged in a 40 s sliding window prior to the fitting to remove field fluctuations.532
In Figure 11a, blue curve is fitted BL from the Harris current sheet model, which is sim-533
ilar to the measured magnetic field shown in black. In the fitting, the χ2 is ∼ 1.22 ×534
10−3 indicating a good fit. The BLB is 95.0 nT and LCS is 0.046 RM . Current density535
(JM ) resulted from the Harris current sheet model is shown in Figure 11b, and the max-536
imum current density is ∼ 670 nA/m2. Average current sheet parameters in Mercury’s537
tail (Poh et al., 2017a, 2017b) have a lobe magnetic field intensity of ∼ 41.0 nT , half538
thickness of ∼ 0.19 RM , and cross-tail current density of ∼ 92 nA/m2. This cross-tail539
current sheet had much thinner thickness, stronger current density and larger lobe field540
intensity. As shown in section 3.2, the gyroradius estimating from the thermal temper-541
ature is ∼ 100 km. This value was comparable to the half thickness of the current sheet542
(LCS , 112 km), which indicates that majority of protons should undergo meandering mo-543
tion in the current sheet.544
The dimensionless magnetic reconnection rate could be calculated in several ways,545
including the ratio of reconnection inflow velocity to outflow velocity, the aspect ratio546
of reconnection diffusion region, normalized out-of-plane electric field, and the ratio of547
normal magnetic field component to reconnecting magnetic field in inflow region (Sonnerup,548
1974; Sonnerup et al., 1981; Cassak & Fuselier, 2016). MESSENGER could not directly549
resolve reconnection-associated plasma flows and did not provide measurements of elec-550
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Figure 11. Harris current sheet fit on the cross-tail current sheet and the BN in the current
sheet. (a) BL, black line is from the measurements, blue line is from the fitting of Harris cur-
rent sheet model. (b) JM , the current density in M direction obtained from Harris current sheet
model. (c) BN in the current sheet. Green line is the sliding average of BN in 2 s.
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tric fields. Therefore, we employ the ratio of normal magnetic field component to the lobe551
reconnecting magnetic field (BN/BLB) to calculate the dimensionless reconnection rate,552
similar to previous MESSENGER studies (e.g., DiBraccio et al., 2013; Slavin et al., 2014;553
Zhong et al., 2018). Figure 11c shows the BN inside the current sheet. A large number554
of flux ropes showed up in the current sheet. To obtain the BN of the magnetic recon-555
nection, the duration of the large scale flux ropes should be excluded. Two durations marked556
by the green lines contain relatively stable BN were selected. They were the prolonged557
negative BN in two flux rope groups, which started at 09:24:08 UTC and the 09:24:47558
UTC. The green lines are the sliding average of BN in 2 s. The average BN from the two559
durations was ∼ −8.85±2.4 nT , where 2.4 nT is one standard deviation. Because the560
BLB was 95.0 nT, the dimensionless reconnection rate (RMR ) was calculated to be ∼561
0.093±0.025. However, the BN showed perturbations in the current sheet, and the flux562
ropes were frequently observed, which was suggested to be able to modulate the recon-563
nection rate (e.g., Karimabadi et al., 2007). The value of ∼ 0.093 should be an aver-564
age dimensionless magnetic reconnection rate in this plasma sheet.565
We performed the similar analysis of the out-of-plane and normal magnetic field566
components in the plasma sheet on the 11 May 2012 HSS event (not shown here). We567
did not see clear Hall magnetic field pattern as observed on 23 November 2011. This could568
be due to several reasons. In the plasma sheet on the 11 May 2012 HSS event (Figure569
7), large number of dipolarization fronts appeared. First of all, the strong field-aligned570
currents associated with the dipolarization fronts, which was revealed in the Earth’s study571
(J. Liu et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013), could influence the out-of-plane magnetic field com-572
ponent. Secondly, the plasma sheet crossing was ∼ 0.6 RM planetward of the NMNL as573
determined in Section 3.3. The reconnection-generated magnetic structures, mostly dipo-574
larization fronts, could be largely influenced by the dipole field during their planetward575
travelling and would deform the reconnected fields.576
4 Southern Lobe Observations577
4.1 Lobe Magnetic Field on 23 November 2011 CME578
The magnetic field measurements in the magnetotail on 23 November 2011 (the CME579
event) are shown in Figure 12 (black lines). As a comparison, the magnetic field inten-580
sity in the neighboring magnetotail crossing on 22 November 2011 from ∼ 20:00:00 to581
21:50:00 UTC are shown in blue dashed lines in Figure 12d, which represent the mag-582
netic field intensity of an average magnetotail.583
We analyze the lobe region between ∼ 08:45:00 UTC and ∼ 09:19:00 UTC for the584
CME event. The lobe region contained many prominent plasma filaments before 08:45:00585
UTC, which will be further discussed in Section 4.3., and the spacecraft started to en-586
ter the plasma sheet after 09:19:00 UTC. There were full of small-amplitude Bt peaks587
during this period. The Bt peaks became more prominent when MESSENGER closer588
to the plasma sheet. They were identified as TCRs, which last few seconds and contains589
asymmetric bipolar in Bz and enhancements in Bx and Bt. The TCRs should associate590
with the flux ropes in the plasma sheet and the magnetopause. Magnetic field measure-591
ments in blue dashed lines do not show these many Bt peaks confirming a relatively quiet592
magnetotail.593
Other than the small scale plasma filaments and TCRs, the magnetic field inten-594
sity was steady with an average value of ∼ 92.8±4.8 nT (BLobe) (4.8 nT was one stan-595
dard deviation) without signatures of magnetic flux loading-unloading. Magnetic field596
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Figure 12. Overview of the magnetic field measurements in the magnetotail from 08:35:00
UTC to 09:50:00 UTC on 23 November 2011 during the CME (Black lines). (a) Bx. (b) By. (c)
Bz. (d) magnetic field intensity (Bt). (e) magnetic field line elevation angle (θB).Blue dashed line
in (d) represent the measurements from the neighboring magnetotail crossing on 22 November
2011 prior to the CME impact. Red dashed horizontal lines represent the averages of each quan-
tity in the period between the two vertical black dashed lines in the southern lobe. The red ticks
in (d) and (e) mark a magnetic field decrease at ∼ 09:32:00 UTC in the northern lobe.
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, which is shown in Figure 12e. It was stable confirming that the magnetic field lines was598
steady without signatures of magnetotail reconfiguration. Mercury’s magnetosphere was599
under the impact of a CME. The IMF was observed to be southward before MESSEN-600
GER crossed the tail magnetopause. The average magnetic field intensity in the lobe was601
more than twice the average magnetic field intensity (∼ 41 nT ) in Mercury’s lobe at down-602
tail distance of ∼ 3.5 RM (Slavin, Anderson, et al., 2012; Poh et al., 2017b), and high-603
frequency reconnection-related TCRs were observed throughout the lobe. Also, the plasma604
sheet contained continuous flux ropes and negative BN . All these features demonstrated605
that the magnetotail was extremely active. The time duration between the two verti-606
cal dashed lines (∼ 34 minutes) in Figure 12 was a lower limit for the preserving of this607
feature, which corresponded to a duration of more than ten Dungey Cycles at Mercury608
(a mean value of ∼ 195 second) (Slavin et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2015; Imber & Slavin,609
2017).610
When MESSENGER entered into the northern lobe, there was one clear magnetic611
field decrease from ∼ 09:31:30 UTC to 09:33:00 UTC as marked by the red ticks in Fig-612
ures 12d and 12e. This magnetic field decrease did not correspond to θB decrease but613
increase, which was likely caused by total pressure decrease outside the magnetosphere614
but not a magnetic flux unloading (see, Imber & Slavin, 2017). After this magnetic field615
decrease, the total magnetic field gradually increase accompanying with decrease of θB ,616
which should be contributed by the dipole magnetic field as MESSENGER getting closer617
to the planet.618
Based on the above features, we concluded that Mercury’s magnetosphere was un-619
der the quasi-steady convection, in which the rates of magnetic flux into and out of the620
magnetotail should be comparable. This quasi-steady convection perhaps analogous to621
the steady magnetospheric convection (SMC) at Earth (Pytte et al., 1978), or possibly622
the continuous magnetospheric dissipation (CMD) studied by Tanskanen et al. (2005).623
The open flux content of the tail lobe (ΦLobe) in this event is calculated accord-624








, where BLobe is the average magnetic field intensity in the lobe, RTail is the magneto-626
tail radius, dcs is the thickness of the cross-tail current sheet. The cross-sectional area627
of one hemisphere of Mercury’s tail was calculated from RTail by assuming that the mag-628
netotail was a semicircle. Subtracting the half cross-sectional area of the plasma sheet,629
in which the plasma sheet was assumed to be a rectangle, the cross-sectional area of the630
lobe could be obtained. Multiplying the BLobe and the cross-sectional area of the lobe631
obtained the open flux content of the lobe (ΦLobe). The BLobe was assumed to be uni-632
form in the lobe, which was ∼ 92.8 nT , and the steady magnetic field measurements in633
Figure 12 consisted with this assumption. The RTail was determined to be ∼ 2.23 RM634
in section 2.2. The dcs was obtained through Harris current sheet fitting on the cross-635
tail current sheet, which was ∼ 0.092 RM as shown in Figure 11.636
The ΦLobe was calculated to be ∼ 4.20 MWb, which was much higher than the mean637
open flux content in the lobe (∼ 62% higher than the 2.6 MWb in Johnson et al. (2012)638
and ∼ 68% higher than the 2.5 MWb in Imber and Slavin (2017)). In Figure 12d, the639
magnetic field intensity in the CME event (the black line) is significantly larger than (al-640
most twice) the average magnetotail (the blue dashed line), which is consistent with the641
conclusion that the CME event contains extreme large open flux. Using the dipole mo-642
ment of 190 nT ·R3M (Anderson et al., 2012), the magnetic flux closed outside Mercury’s643
surface was ∼ 7.25 MWb. This value is obtained through integrating the magnetic field644
in the magnetic equatorial plane outside the ∼ 0.98 RM . The 0.98 RM corresponds to645
Mercury’s surface in the magnetic equatorial plane, which was obtained based on the north-646
ward offset of Mercury’s dipole (∼ 0.2 RM ) from the center of the planet. The amount647
of magnetic flux in the southern lobe (∼ 4.2MWb) implied that ∼ 56% of the magnetic648
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Figure 13. Overview of the proton and magnetic field measurements in the southern lobe
from 21:43:00 UTC to 22:25:00 UTC on 11 May 2012 during the HSS impact (black lines). (a)
Proton differential particle flux. (b) Bx, (c) By, (d) Bz, (e) Bt, (f) magnetic field line elevation
angle θB . Blue dashed lines in each panel represent the measurements from the neighboring mag-
netotail crossing prior to the HSS impact. Red vertical dashed lines represent the duration of
magnetic field increases.
flux in Mercury’s magnetosphere was open. However, because this event is during the649
impact of a CME, the studies of Slavin et al. (2014) and (Jia et al., 2019) show that mag-650
netic flux contributed by induction currents in Mercury’s interior cannot be neglected.651
They determine that the effective magnetic moment for Mercury during this CME im-652
pact was ∼ 216 nT · R3M . The total magnetic flux closed outside Mercury’s surface is653
then calculated to be ∼ 8.25 MWb. The ∼ 4.2 MWb corresponded to ∼ 51% of the654
total magnetic flux. On the other hand, the open flux in the lobe (∼ 4.2 MWb) dur-655
ing the steady convection is ∼ 42.4% larger than the maximum open magnetic flux dur-656
ing Mercury’s Dungey cycle (∼ 2.95 MWb) (Imber & Slavin, 2017).657
For comparison, the magnetic flux closed outside Earth’s surface was ∼ 8 GWb658
(Milan et al., 2004), the polar cap open flux was smaller than 1 GWb (∼ 12.5%) even659
during the intense substorms (AE > 1000 nT) (Petrinec & Russell, 1996; Milan et al.,660
2004; DeJong et al., 2007) and the open flux for SMCs and isolated substorms were com-661
parable (DeJong et al., 2007; Tanskanen et al., 2005).662
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4.2 Lobe Magnetic Field on 11 May 2012 HSS663
Proton and magnetic field measurements in the southern lobes on 11 May 2012 are664
displayed in Figure 13 black lines. Magnetic field intensity from the neighboring mag-665
netotail crossing on the same day from 13:30:00 UTC to 15:00:00 UTC are shown as blue666
dashed line in Figure 13e. The magnetic field intensity (Figure 13e) for the HSS event667
was not as steady as the lobe magnetic field intensity on the CME event (Figure 12d).668
We identified magnetic field enhancements with duration > 30 s in both cases. Two mag-669
netic field intensity enhancements were identified on 11 May 2012 as shown in Figure 13.670
The first enhancement between the first and second vertical dashed lines was actually671
a magnetic depression comparing with the surroundings. The magnetic depression was672
possibly caused by a diamagnetic effect, in which particle flux was enhanced in the lead-673
ing part (around the first vertical dashed line). The second enhancement between the674
third and fourth vertical dashed lines did not correspond to clear θB increase but slightly675
decrease, which was likely a consequence of total pressure enhancement outside Mercury’s676
magnetosphere (see, Imber & Slavin, 2017) but was not a magnetic flux loading. Fur-677
ther, as can be seen in Figure 7f, magnetic field intensity increased after MESSENGER678
crossed the current sheet (∼ 22:45:00 UTC) comparing with the magnetic field inten-679
sity before the current sheet crossing (∼ 22:30:00 UTC). This feature is similar to the680
CME event, which is because MESSENGER getting closer to the planet and the dipole681
magnetic field becoming stronger. Therefore, no clear magnetic flux loading was observed682
in the lobe 11 May 2012 (∼ 42 minutes) and Mercury’s magnetosphere was under the683
steady convection. The supplementary material provides magnetic field measurements684
on the northern lobe for the HSS event.685
On 11 May 2012, the BLobe was ∼ 59.1 nT , which was averaged over 22:05:00 UTC686
to 22:23:00 UTC and the radius of magnetotail was 2.43 RM (determined in Section 2.3).687
Assuming that thickness of the plasma sheet was 0.1 RM , the lobe open flux was cal-688
culated to be ∼ 3.2 MWb, which indicated that 43.8% of the planet’s magnetic flux was689
open. The lobe open flux was ∼ 27.2 % larger than the average value of 2.5 MWb, and690
was ∼ 7.8% larger than the maximum open magnetic flux (∼ 2.95 MWb) during Mer-691
cury’s Dungey cycle (Imber & Slavin, 2017). In Figure 13e, the magnetic field intensity692
(blue dashed line) during the neighboring magnetotail crossing is much smaller (∼ 40 nT )693
than the HSS event, consisting with that the HSS event contains much larger lobe open694
flux than the average magnetotail.695
4.3 Plasma Mantle on 23 November 2011 CME696
The proton and magnetic field measurements of the plasma mantle on 23 Novem-697
ber 2011 and the calculation of cross-polar cap potential (CPCP) are shown in Figure698
14. Following the crossing of the tail magnetopause (the first vertical dashed blue line,699
∼ 08:28:00 UTC), the proton flux (Figure 14b) continuously decreased from ∼ 3×108 cm−2s−1700
to ∼ 6×106 cm−2s−1 (the second vertical dashed blue line, ∼ 08:57:00 UTC), accom-701
panying with a dispersion in the proton dynamic spectra (Figure 14a). The spectra show702
energy dispersion with the upper bound of the proton energy decreasing as distance from703
the tail magnetopause increases, which is the main feature of plasma mantle. The plasma704
in the mantle has characteristics similar to the magnetosheath plasma as expected (see,705
DiBraccio, Slavin, Raines, et al., 2015; Jasinski et al., 2017). The region of plasma man-706
tle close to the tail magnetopause from ∼ 08:05:00 UTC to ∼ 08:42:00 UTC frequently707
observed discrete diamagnetic field decreases or increases, i.e., the plasma filaments and708
the TCRs. Those plasma filaments are the magnetospheric extensions of FTEs (Slavin709
et al., 2014; Poh et al., 2016), which contain magnetosheath plasma as is evident in Fig-710
ure 14.711
Measurements in plasma mantle could be used to estimate the cross-magnetosphere712
electric field and then the CPCP. The calculation of the cross-magnetosphere electric field713
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Figure 14. The proton and magnetic field measurements of the plasma mantle and cal-
culation of the cross-polar cap potential (CPCP) from 08:20:00 UTC to 09:10:00 UTC on 23
November 2011. (a) Proton dynamic spectra. (b) Proton particle flux integrated over the FIPS
energy range (∼ 46 eV to ∼ 13.3 keV). (c) Bx (blue), By (green), Bz (red). (d) Magnetic field
intensity (Bt), FTEs are the flux transfer events. (e) Proton bulk velocities (V ). (f) the values
of CPCP. The first vertical dashed blue line indicates the average magnetopause location. The
second and third vertical dashed lines mark the start and end times of the calculations of CPCP.
(a) (b)
Figure 15. Proton distributions from FIPS in the plasma mantle from 08:42:00 UTC to
08:57:00 UTC on 23 November 2011. (a) Accumulated three-dimensional proton distribution in
the MSM coordinate. The red circle indicate the magnetic field direction. (b) Averaged phase
space density versus proton thermal velocity. The vertical dashed line represent the average
thermal velocity of the observed protons.
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requires proton bulk velocity (V ) and dispersion edge angle (Θ) of the plasma mantle.714
The proton bulk velocities (V , Figure 14e) were obtained from the FIPS measurements.715
The dispersion wedge angle (Θdispersion) of the plasma mantle could be determined from716
the distances between the observation point and the location of magnetopause (σ), and717
the observation point and the terminator (L), which was based on the assumption that718
the plasma mantle was originated at the terminator (X ′MSM = 0). We calculated the719
|VE×B | from V sin Θdispersion, and then we used |VE×B |B to calculate the cross-magnetosphere720
electric field, and ΦCPCP (Figure 14f) from |VE×B |BdTail, where dTail was the width721
of magnetotail in dawn-dusk direction and was determined to be ∼ 4.46 RM . This cal-722
culation process was adopted from DiBraccio, Slavin, Raines, et al. (2015). However, we723
only performed these calculations to the plasma mantle portion deeper in the magne-724
tosphere to mitigate the influences from FTEs (from ∼ 08:42:00 UTC to ∼ 08:57:00 UTC,725
Figures 14e to 14f). The average magnetic field during this period was [−80.7, 40.7,−13.4]726
nT. The cross-magnetosphere electric field in the plasma mantle was averaged to be 4.58±727
1.0 mV/m (duskward), and the ΦCPCP was 45.1±9.8 kV . The 1.0 mV/s and 9.8 kV728
are the standard deviations.This potential value was almost triple the average value of729
∼ 16 kV of Mercury’s magnetosphere (Jasinski et al., 2017), which further confirmed that730
Mercury’s nightside magnetosphere was under extreme driving from the solar wind.731
The accumulated three-dimensional proton distribution from FIPS in the plasma732
mantle (from ∼ 08:42:00 UTC to ∼ 08:57:00 UTC) is shown in Figure 15. The angular733
map (Figure 15a) showed the integrated proton flux in the MSM coordinate, in which734
the direction of the magnetic field was located near the edge of the field-of-view of FIPS.735
The protons peaked around the magnetic field direction, which closed to the anti-sunward736
direction, and there were fewer particles in the directions further away from the mag-737
netic field direction. This observation suggested that the protons were mostly moving738
antisunward, which was consistent with the flow pattern in the plasma mantle. The av-739
erage proton phase space density from ∼ 08:42:00 UTC to ∼ 08:57:00 UTC was shown740
in Figure 15b, in which the average weighted velocity was determined to be ∼ 249 km/s.741
Several uncertainties arose during the calculation of the CPCP, which include that742
the original position of plasma mantle could be away from the terminator, |V | estimated743
from the FIPS might be affected by the field-of-view limitation, and the actual width744
of the magnetopause was unknown (DiBraccio, Slavin, Raines, et al., 2015). We note that745
the twist of magnetotail could also influence the calculation. The magnetotail often tilted746
towards dawn or dusk due to the non-zero Y (dawn-dusk) component in the IMF (Cowley,747
1981; Owen et al., 1995). The average IMF outside the magnetopause had a large Y com-748
ponent in this event as shown in Section 2.2, which might cause a tilt of the tail. In ob-749
servations, deviation of the cross-tail current sheet normal from ẑ′MSM might be used750
to indicate the overall twist of the magnetotail. The cross-tail current sheet normal, which751
was N = (-0.14, -0.07, 0.99) (from Section 3.1), had a tilt angle of ∼ 4.0◦ and the south-752
ern lobe tilts towards the dusk and the northern lobe tilts towards the dawn, which should753
only have a small influence on the calculations. Therefore, we ignored this effect in the754
calculation.755
5 Discussion756
5.1 Response to the Dayside Magnetosphere Variations757
Slavin et al. (2014) studied the same CME and HSS impacts on Mercury’s dayside758
magnetosphere as we consider here, but they only analyzed the dayside interaction. The759
solar wind dynamic pressures are similar for these two periods (∼ 50 nPa). The CME760
event produces low β (∼ 0.06) and thick plasma depletion layer in the magnetosheath,761
which leads to high reconnection rate despite of a small magnetic shear angle across the762
magnetopause (∼ 60◦). The HSS event produces a relatively high β magnetosheath but763
has a large shear angle (∼ 160◦). The net effect of the high β and large shear angle, which764
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were opposing effects, is a lower dayside magnetopause reconnection rate for the HSS than765
the value for the CME. This assessment is supported by the deeper and broader cusp766
confirming the stronger magnetopause reconnection during the CME impact (Slavin et767
al., 2014).768
In this study of the nightside magnetosphere, the lobe open flux was ∼ 32.1% higher769
during the CME event than the lobe open flux in the HSS event. The occurrence rate770
of flux ropes during the CME impact observed tailward of the NMNL was twice that of771
dipolarization fronts observed planetward of the NMNL during the HSS. Mercury’s night-772
side magnetosphere during the CME event was clearly more active than during the HSS.773
These features strongly suggest that the magnetosheath β controlled the magnetospheric774
activity in the tail. The low magnetosheath β could produce strong plasma depletion layer775
at the dayside magnetopause and make the magnetopause reconnection rate indepen-776
dent of the magnetic shear angles (Sonnerup, 1974; Scurry et al., 1994). In this manner,777
the higher reconnection rate of the magnetopause appears to larger magnetic flux trans-778
fer from the dayside magnetosphere to the nightside magnetosphere, resulting in enhanced779
reconnection in the tail current sheets.780
5.2 Steady Convection in Mercury’s magnetosphere781
On 23 November 2011, the lobe magnetic field intensity was steady and no clear782
magnetic flux loading and unloading events were observed, which sustained a period of783
at least ten Mercury’s Dungey cycles (∼ 34 minutes) (Section 4.1). On 11 May 2012, the784
lobe also did not contain clear magnetic flux loading and unloading in ∼ 40 minutes (Sec-785
tion 4.2). They both demonstrated that magnetic flux transfer rates in and out of the786
magnetotail were comparable on timescales of at least ten Dungey cycles for these two787
intense solar wind events. Therefore, Mercury’s magnetosphere appears to have been un-788
der quasi-steady convection possibly in analogous to the SMC in Earth’s magnetosphere.789
In Slavin, Anderson, et al. (2012), the authors analyzed another possible steady convec-790
tion event during the second Mercury’s flyby by MESSENGER. In that event, the IMF791
was steady southward and the IMF intensity was close to the average value in Mercury’s792
orbit. The continuous appearance of flux ropes and TCRs suggested that the magnetic793
reconnection kept on occurring in the magnetotail without clear magnetic flux loading-794
unloading in ∼ 20 minutes (∼ 7 Mercury’s Dungey cycles). The NMNL was determined795
to be located at ∼ X ′MSM ∼ −2.8 RM (Slavin, Anderson, et al., 2012). The lobe mag-796
netic field was ∼ 37 nT (X ′MSM ∼ −3 RM ) and the open flux content was calculated797
to be ∼ 2.46 MWb with tail radius of 2.7 RM and plasma sheet thickness of 0.1 RM .798
Table 2 summaries the location of the NMNL, the lobe open flux, and the solar wind799
condition for the steady convection events on 6 October 2008, 23 November 2011 and800
11 May 2012. The steady convection on 6 October 2008 corresponded to the average so-801
lar wind condition. The steady convection events on 23 November 2011 and 11 May 2012802
corresponded to extreme solar wind driving (a CME and a HSS). The lobe open flux on803
6 October 2008 was ∼ 2.46 MWb, which was similar to the average lobe open flux (∼804
2.5 MWb), and the location of the NMNL was ∼ - 2.8 RM also similar to the average805
location of NMNL (Poh et al., 2017b; Slavin, Anderson, et al., 2012). The lobe open flux806
was ∼ 4.2 MWb and ∼ 3.2 MWb on 23 November 2011 and 11 May 2012, which was ∼807
68% and ∼ 27.2% larger than the average lobe open flux, respectively. The locations808
of the NMNL in both events were closer to the planet than that on 6 October 2008.809
There are several key aspects of SMC events in Earth’s magnetosphere. Firstly, SMC810
events at Earth are associated with steady solar wind long period of southward IMF (>811
5 to 10 hours) but only a modest negative IMF Bz such as produces isolated substorms812
(O’Brien et al., 2002). Secondly, the lobe open flux during the SMC events (0.6 GWb)813
was comparable to the average lobe open flux and was slightly smaller than during the814
isolated substorms (DeJong et al., 2007; Milan et al., 2004). Thirdly, the near-Earth neu-815
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tral line (NENL) was believed to be located in the mid-tail region at > tens of RE (Sergeev816
et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2010). These aspects are also summarized in Table 2. The steady817
convection on 6 October 2008 in Mercury’s magnetosphere (Slavin, Anderson, et al., 2012)818
was similar to the first two aspects in Earth’s magnetosphere. It happened during a steady819
and long period of southward IMF and the lobe open flux (∼ 2.46 MWb) was smaller820
than the maximum lobe open flux during Mercury’s Dungey cycle (∼ 2.95 MWb). How-821
ever, the NMNL was located at ∼ 2.8 RM downtail, which corresponds to 22.4 RE if822
one took a scaling factor of ∼ 8 from Mercury to Earth (Siscoe et al., 1975), which was823
much closer to the planet than that at Earth. The steady convection events during the824
CME and the HSS at Mercury were different from SMC events in Earth’s magnetosphere825
in all the three aspects. First of all, the steady convection event occurred under the im-826
pact of a CME or a HSS, which are extreme solar wind conditions. Hence, Mercury’s mag-827
netosphere was under much stronger solar wind driving than the SMC events in Earth’s828
magnetosphere. Secondly, the lobe open flux was ∼ 68% and ∼ 27.2% larger than the829
average lobe open flux. Thirdly, the locations the NMNL was much closer to the planet830
than that in Earth’s magnetosphere.831
The above analysis suggested several unique features of the steady convection events832
in Mercury’s magnetosphere. Firstly, the locations of NMNL were relatively closer to the833
planet than the locations of NENL during Earth’s SMC. The closer NMNL locations to834
the planet could be a consequence of solar wind driving and the absence of steady ring835
current. On one hand, Mercury is closer to the Sun, corresponding to a lower solar wind836
Alfvén Mach number (< 5) than those of Earth (∼ 7 − 10). Flux pileup and plasma837
depletion are commonly observed in front of the dayside magnetopause (Gershman et838
al., 2013), which would produce a low plasma β environment and cause high dimension-839
less reconnection rate (Slavin & Holzer, 1979; Slavin et al., 2009; DiBraccio et al., 2013).840
Comparing to Earth’s dayside magnetopause, magnetic field intensity (BSH) is stronger841
and Alfvén speed (VASH) is faster in the magnetosheath adjacent to Mercury’s dayside842
magnetopause. Magnetic flux was transferred in a continuous manner during the steady843
convection, magnetotail reconnection needed to balance the high reconnection rate (RMRVASHBSH)844
of the dayside magnetopause. Therefore, the magnetic reconnection needed to occur in845
the closer planet tail region, since the lobe field intensity was stronger and Alfvén speed846
was faster than those in the downtail region. On the other hand, the ring current in Earth’s847
magnetosphere could enhance the dipole magnetic field in the downtail region, which would848
push reconnection further downtail. Because of the absence of a steady ring current in849
Mercury’s magnetosphere, this effect was eliminated and could result in reconnection closer850
to the planet.851
Secondly, steady convection event could happen in average solar wind condition (the852
observation on 6 October 2008) and extreme solar wind condition (CME impact on 23853
November 2011 and HSS impact on 11 May 2012) in Mercury’s magnetosphere. How-854
ever, the SMC events are observed during average and steady solar wind conditions in855
Earth’s magnetosphere (O’Brien et al., 2002; Partamies et al., 2009). In Earth’s mag-856
netosphere, a sawtooth event containing quasi-periodic magnetic flux loading-unloading857
in the lobe and energetic particle injections in the geosynchronous orbit is observed un-858
der the impact of a CME (see., Huang et al., 2003; Henderson et al., 2006).859
The absence of ionosphere and inner magnetosphere in Mercury’s magnetosphere860
might account for this unique property. In Earth’s magnetosphere, ionospheric outflows861
would be enhanced during strong solar wind driving (e.g., Lennartsson & Shelley, 1986;862
Moore et al., 1999; Echer et al., 2008). On one hand, as suggested by Brambles et al.863
(2011), ionospheric outflows could fill the inner magnetosphere, and then distend the night-864
side magnetic field line, which could push the X-line downward and resulted in quasi-865
periodic substorms. On the other hand, ionospheric outflows in the plasma sheet could866
slow the reconnection rate (Shay & Swisdak, 2004; Zhang et al., 2016). Magnetic flux867
would be piled up in the lobe causing magnetic flux loading and push reconnection site868
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tailward moving. As a consequence, a closer planet reconnection occurs and release the869
loaded magnetic flux resulting in unloading, and would also eventually cause quasi-periodic870
substorms, that is sawtooth event. However, Mercury’s magnetosphere does not expe-871
rience these influences from the inner magnetosphere and the ionosphere.872
Thirdly, the steady magnetospheric convection at Mercury seems does not strongly873
depend on the polarity of IMF. In the CME event, the magnetic shear angle was (∼ 117◦)874
before MESSENGER entered the tail magnetopause. On the dayside magnetopause, the875
magnetic shear angle became much smaller (∼ 60◦), however, the plasma β was low (∼876
0.06) (Slavin et al., 2014). This suggests that the steady magnetospheric convection does877
not strongly rely on the magnetic shear angle, which should be due to the fact that the878
formation of thick plasma depletion layer, especially during the CME event, make the879
dayside magnetopause reconnection occur regardless of the magnetic shear angle (DiBraccio880
et al., 2013; Slavin et al., 2014; Scurry et al., 1994). This feature is different from the881
Earth’s SMC, which requires weak negative Bz (O’Brien et al., 2002; Partamies et al.,882
2009).883
5.3 Dawn-Dusk Extent of Magnetic Reconnection in the Plasma Sheet884
on 23 November 2011885
During the steady convection, the magnetic flux transported to the plasma sheet886
from lobes should be equal to the magnetic flux transported by reconnection outflows.887
On 23 November 2011, the CPCP was determined to be ∼ 45.1 kV (shown in Section888
4.3) on the basis of our analysis of FIPS measurements in the high-latitude mantle. Given889
this fact, the dawn-dusk extent of the tail magnetic reconnection could be easily derived.890
This implies a magnetic flux transport rate from the lobe to the cross-tail current sheet891
of 45.1 kWb/s. The speed of reconnection outflow should be the Alfvén speed in the in-892
flow region (VAL), which was calculated to be ∼ 2090 km/s based on a density of 1.01 cm−3893
and the BLB of 95 nT. Magnetic flux transported by the magnetic reconnection in the894
plasma sheet can be calculated through RMRVALBLBYextent, where RMR was the di-895
mensionless reconnection rate, Yextent was the extent of X-line in the dawn-dusk direc-896
tion. The average RMR was determined to ∼ 0.093 (Section 3.4). Therefore, the Yextent897
was ∼ 2441 km (∼ 1 RM ). This indicates that ∼ 20.7% of the cross-tail current sheet898
needs to reconnect to balance the transport of magnetic flux in Mercury’s magnetotail.899
The X-line dawn-dusk extent obtained here should be an average value. The variations900
of the magnetic reconnection rate would result in changes in the X-line extent. Table 3901
summarizes the features of magnetic reconnection in the plasma sheet on 23 November902
2011, including the guide field, maximum bM , reconnection rate and dawn-dusk extent903
of the X-line.904
6 Conclusion905
This study investigated and compared the dynamics of Mercury’s nightside mag-906
netosphere during the impact of a CME and a HSS. Our analysis of Mercury’s magne-907
totail and the comparisons with tail dynamics in Earth’s magnetosphere resulted in sev-908
eral important conclusions.909
(1) The CME on 23 November 2011 produced quasi-periodic flux rope groups with910
a mean duration of 70 seconds on the tailward side of the NMNL. The flux rope groups911
contained large-scale flux ropes (tens of proton inertial lengths) in the leading part fol-912
lowed by smaller-scale flux ropes (several proton inertial lengths). The HSS on 11 May913
2012 produced dipolarization fronts on the planetward side of the NMNL. These reconnection-914
generated magnetic structures are separated by only several seconds and they had length915
scales comparable with a proton inertial length. The occurrence rate for the flux ropes916
and dipolarization fronts are two orders of magnitude higher than the occurrence rate917
averaged over all plasma sheet observations (Sun et al., 2016).918
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(2) The open magnetic flux in the tail lobes during these extreme solar wind events919
was around half of the Mercury’s total available magnetic flux, i.e., ∼ 58% for the CME920
and ∼ 44 % for the HSS. These open magnetic flux are also much larger than the max-921
imum lobe open magnetic flux during Mercury’s Dungey cycle, i.e., ∼ 42% for the CME922
and ∼ 7.8% for the HSS.923
(3) The occurrence rate of the reconnection-generated magnetic structures during924
low β magnetosheath CME event is twice that during the high β magnetosheath HSS925
event. Further, the lobe open magnetic flux during the CME event (4.2 MWb) is much926
larger than that (3.2 MWb) during the HSS event. These results suggest that enhanced927
reconnection due to low magnetosheath β may lead directly to more reconnection in Mer-928
cury’s tail consistent with the suggestions of earlier studies (Slavin et al., 2014; DiBrac-929
cio et al., 2013).930
(4) In the CME event, magnetic reconnection produces a distorted Hall magnetic931
field (the out-of-plane component) pattern in the plasma sheet. The MESSENGER mea-932
surements suggests a strong guide field (Bguide/BLobe ∼ 0.29). The cross magnetosphere933
potential drop (45 kV) is around three times the average value (15 kV), and the dawn-934
dusk extend of the X-line corresponds to 20% of the tail width.935
(5) No tail lobe magnetic flux loading and unloading events similar to substorms936
or sawtooth events were observed suggesting that rates of magnetic flux into and out of937
the magnetotail were similar on time scales at least ten Mercury’s Dungey cycles (half938
an hour) during these CME and HSS events. Mercury’s nightside magnetosphere was939
under a type of quasi-steady convection during these extreme solar wind conditions. To-940
gether with previous observation by Slavin, Anderson, et al. (2012), the quasi-steady con-941
vection could occur over a wide range of solar wind conditions in Mercury’s magneto-942
sphere. SMC events at Earth require the steady solar wind magnetic field and velocity943
of average intensity (O’Brien et al., 2002). The relative locations of the NMNL during944
quasi-steady convection events at Mercury was much closer to the planet than at Earth945
based upon the scaling between Mercury and Earth. We suggest that the lack of an in-946
ner magnetosphere and an ionosphere, which could influence the tail reconnection dur-947
ing extreme conditions, makes the steady convection possible at Mercury. The low so-948
lar wind Alfvén Mach number and the lack of steady ring current account for the rel-949
atively closer location of the NMNL at Mercury.950
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Table 1. Local Coordinates for Cross-tail Current Sheet
Minimum Variance Analysis Vectors Product
λmax/λint λmax/λint
 23 November 2011 ~ 23.8 ~ 3.4 (0.98, -0.20, 0.07) (0.19, 0.98, 0.10) (-0.08, -0.08, 0.99) (0.98,-0.10,0.14) (0.09, 0.99, 0.08) (-0.14, -0.07, 0.99)
 11 May 2012 ~ 32.0 ~ 1.1 a (0.994, 0.08, 0.07) (-0.025, 0.86, -0.50) (-0.10, 0.50, 0.86) (0.999, 0.0, 0.045) (-0.015, 0.94, -0.33) (0.04, 0.33, 0.94)
a The ratio smaller than 3 indicates MMVA and NMVA were degenerated.
𝐿 𝑀 𝑁 𝐿 𝑀 𝑁
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Table 2. Features of Steady Convection events at Mercury and Earth
Steady Convection Events at Mercury Solar Wind Condition NMNL Location Lobe Open Flux Comparing to Average Lobe Open Flux (~ 2.5 MWb) a
6 October 2008 b Average Solar Wind intensity ~ -2.8 RM ~ 2.46 MWb ~ - 1.6%
 23 November 2011 A CME ~ -2.51 RM to ~ - 2.28 RM ~ 4.2 MWb ~ 68%
 11 May2012 An HSS ~ -2.45 RM to ~ -2.34 RM ~ 3.2 MWb ~ 27.2%
SMC Events at Earth c Solar Wind Condition NENL Location d Lobe Open Flux Comparing to Average Lobe Open Flux (~ 0.6 GWb)
Average Solar Wind intensity <- 60 RE (~ 7.5 RM) ~ 0.6 GWb ~ 0%
a Average lobe open flux at Mercury is 2.5 MWb (Imber & Slavin, 2017), and at Earth is ~ 0.6 GWb (Milan et al., 2004).
b This event was from Slavin, Anderson, et al. (2012).
c The statistical properties of SMC at Earth are from DeJong et al. (2007); O'Brien et al. (2002); Yang et al. (2010) etc.
d The scaling factor from Mercury to Earth is 8 (Siscoe et al., 1975).
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Table 3. Magnetic reconnection properties in the plasma sheet on 23 November 2011.
BGuide (normalized to BLobe) Maximum BM/BLobe (corresponding BL/BLobe) Dimensionless Reconnection Rate Dawn-Dusk Extent
 23 November 2011 ~ 28.0 nT (~0.29) ~ 0.83 (-0.25±0.05) ~0.093 ~ 2441 km (20.7% of the tail)
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